Prospect Visual

Relationship Mapping is the most powerful
accelerator in fundraising because people
donate to people they trust.

Relationships
Visualization
90 Million Professionals

Prospect Visual
Opening new doors through
Relationship Mapping.

SOLUTIONS// Nonprofit

REACHABLE

INFLUENTIAL

EFFECTIVE

Map “who knows whom” and “how”.
Connect to more prospective donors.
Cultivate deeper relationships.
Find new prospective donors.
Connect to board members and executives.
Researchers
Use internal relationships to find connections to hard-to-reach prospective
donors and identify new qualified prospects for a full and healthy pipeline.
Fundraisers
Use the relationships of existing donors and board-members to gain
introductions to prospects through peer influences.
Corporate & Foundations Relations
Reduce the time spent cross-referencing relationships and find the warmest
paths to cultivate corporations and foundations for grants, partnerships, or
donations.
Database Managers
Capture, enhance, and communicate up-to-date relationship data and
reveal hidden connections that exist between your constituents.

SOLUTIONS// Data

Prospect Visual has the best quality data aggregation process that captures,
maintains, and updates the most number of private connections.
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OUR STORY

Schedule a live demo:
sales@prospectvisual.com
Find more information:
www.prospectvisual.com

The Start...
Originally inspired by the hidden relationships involved in company
mergers, Prospect Visual founder Sandro Gvelesiani sought to reveal
missing links and hidden connections.
The Mission...
Prospect Visual realizes that relationships are extremely valuable assets
but also that they are very complicated to track. In 2003 we set out on a
journey to build a Relationship Mapping platform to make relationships a
more accessible and visible asset for professionals.
The Vision...
Over the past 10 years, we have built the largest, most comprehensive
database of professionals ever created – a task made possible only
through our use of patented technology. As of today, Prospect Visual has
captured data on over 90 million professionals from around the globe –
compiling biographies and tracking over 165 billion relationships.
Our goal is to completely remove the complexity from relationship
mapping. We want to give our customers the ability to visualize every
opportunity within their reach and give them the power to unlock their
most valuable asset – their relationships.
US Headquarters
133 Queen Anne Ave N Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98109
Ph: 206-352-5590
Contact Info
Email: sales@prospectvisual.com
Web: www.prospectvisual.com
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